Secured organizations are built by safeguarding people

Make yours stronger with us!
TSAT is a cyber attack simulator and security awareness training solution that allows you to run dummy cyber attack campaigns on your employees to assess their vulnerability levels. It helps you generate security awareness amongst your people to reduce the risk of cyber attacks.

Why do Your People Need Security Awareness Training?

- 24% of the data breaches take place due to the negligence of employees — IBM
- 78% of employees are aware of the risks of suspicious links in emails but click on them anyway — FAU
- 97% of the users are unable to recognize a sophisticated phishing email — Business Wire

Secure Your People with TSAT in 3 Easy Steps

1. Cyber Attack Simulation
2. Knowledge Imparting Sessions
3. Interactive Assessment and Analysis
Features of TSAT

- Gamification
- Simulation of Top 5 Attack Vectors
- Employee Vulnerability Score
- Fully Customizable Campaigns
- Engaging Knowledge Imparting
- Extensive Collection of Security Awareness Content

ROI on TSAT

- Eliminates employee negligence
- Reduces up to 90% cyber risks
- Makes employees cyber aware
- Creates cyber resilient work culture

TSAT Awards and Recognitions

- DSCI Protection Initiative
- Happiest Users Winter 2022
- Top Performer

Trusted By

- Tech Mahindra
- Aditya Birla Capital
- Airtel Payments Bank
- PVR Cinemas
TDMARC is an anti-spoofing and email authentication solution that helps organizations secure their outbound email flow and prevent the misuse of their email domain while boosting email deliverability and engagement rates.

Email-based Attacks are on Rise

- **$1.8 billion** adjusted losses due to BEC reported in 2020
  - FBI
- **3.1 billion** emails are sent from spoofed domains every day
  - Forbes
- **$12.5 billion** is the annual cost of BEC attacks globally
  - FBI

Secure Your Email Domain Against Spoofers

Spoofed Email  Original Email
Features of TDMARC

- Smart SPF
- Smart DMARC
- Smart BIMI
- MTA-STS and TLS Reporting
- Easy Multi-domain Management
- Automated Alerts and Reports

ROI on TDMARC

- Prevents email-based attacks
- Preserves brand reputation
- Improves email deliverability
- Boosts email engagement rate

TDMARC Awards and Recognitions

- QUALITY CHOICE 2022
- HAPPIEST USERS 2020
- Top Performer Winter 2022

Trusted By

- Arabian Shield Insurance
- Al-Buhaira National Insurance Co.
- NSE
- TMF Group
Threatcop Phishing Incident Response

TPIR is an email threat checker and a phishing incident response solution that empowers your employees to proactively detect and report suspicious emails, reducing the risk of email-based cyber threats.

Your People are Prime Target of Email Phishing

- **2 million** malicious emails bypassed secure email defenses over 12 months in 2020 — Helpnet Security
- **14** malicious emails per year are received by a single employee on average — Forbes
- **91%** of all cyber attacks begin with a phishing email — Deloitte

Empower Your Employees in 4 Easy Steps

1. User clicks on the TPIR button to analyze an email's threat-level
2. User reports the email with a high-threat level, which is moved to the spam
3. The reported email is forwarded to the security team for further analysis
4. If the email is genuine, it comes back to the user's inbox, else it is permanently deleted
Features of TPIR

- Header Analysis
- Human Driven Full Email Scan
- Threat Intelligence Platform
- Sender Reputation Report
- Advanced Attachment and URL/Link Protection
- Keyword and Language-Based Mail Traffic Control

ROI on TPIR

- Empowers your employees
- Reduces the risk of phishing
- Identifies email threats on time
- Avoids data breaches

TPIR Award and Recognition

- IFSEC INDIA

Trusted By

- UltraTech Cement
- Omega Healthcare
About Us

In today’s cybersecurity landscape, where companies are putting all their resources into protecting their systems and IT infrastructure, Threatcop is focused on keeping your people safe against the evolving cyber threats. Cybercriminals leave no stone unturned to breach your organization by exploiting your people. We strive to make sure they fail. With the help of our 3 people-centric security solutions – TSAT, TDMARC, and TPIR, we make your employees resilient against social engineering and email-based attacks, making your organization safer.
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